
READING & WRITING

CONTENT Vocabulary Grammar Reading Listening & Speaking Writing ( Optional) Content Vocabulary Reading  Writing 

1  (6-10 

April)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT.

  1A,1B,CE

think on their feet, approach, demanding, job seekers, flapping, recruitment agency, flustered, 

crush, rather than, bad-tempered, good-tempered, open-minded, narrow-minded, absent-

minded, easy-going, laid-back, tight-fisted, two faced, strong-willed, self-centred, 

Question formation

Auxilary verbs; the …the+ 

comparatives

Scanning longer texts in order to 

locate desired information

Reading for details

Brainstorming on the text

Guessing the meaning of new words 

and phrases from the text

Reading for information & argument

Listening for details  

Oral production by sharing 

experience, interaction with friends

Interviewing and being interviewed

Q SKILLS FOR SUCCESS                                

READING& WRITING 3                   UNIT 5 

READING PART                                              

aspect, challenge, mental, notable, 

perceive, precaution, pursuit, tolerance, 

trait, vivid, bravely, conquer, determined, 

distinctive, earn, goal, role, significant, 

ultimate

Using a timeline                   

Understanding key vocabulary

Overall reading comprehension        

Scanning to find information

Reading for main ideas          Reading for 

details

2 (13-17 

April)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT.

 2A,2B, RC

choke, burn, press, wound, treat, pinch, collapse, bandage, cough,headache, earache, stomach 

ache, toothache, rash, temperature, sunburn, be sick, vomit, sneeze, ankle, swollen, hurt,ache, 

bleed, sore throat, diarrhoea, feel sick, faint, blister, cold, flu, dizzy, cut himself, unconscious, an 

allergic reaction,twisted, sprained, high(low) blood pressure, food poisoning, infection, lie 

down, pass out, come round, get over, throw up, under the weather, heart rate, surgery, life-

threatening,alternative remedies, miracle cures, loose, tight, hooded, long/short-sleeved, 

sleeveles, checked, patterned, plain, spotted, striped, a cotton vest, denim waistcoat, fur collar, 

lace top, linen suit, lycra swimsuit, silk scarf, velvet bow tie, woolen cardigan, leather sandals, 

suede boots, fashionable, old-fashioned, scruffy, smart, stylish, trendy, dress up, hang up, fit, 

suit, match, get changed, get undressed, get dressed, go with

Present Perfect Simple and 

continuous

Using adjectives as nouns , 

adjective order

Guessing meaning from the context

Scanning longer texts in order to 

locate desired information, and 

gather information from different 

parts of a text

Reading for gist and details

Predicting about the text from 

visuals

Listening to radio/audio recordings 

and answering specific questions

Group discussion

Overall spoken interaction

REWRITE + WORD FORMATION    

3 (20-24 

April)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT

3A, 3B, CE

airport terminal, aisle, baggage drop off, baggage reclaim, check-in desk, customs,departures 

board, gate, runway, security,VIP lounge, arrivals, departures, domestic/international flights, on 

time, boarding, closed, delayed, luggage, boarding pass, liquids, sharp objects, scanning, hand 

luggage, business/first class, take off, land, collect, trolley, check, illegal goods, aisle, cabin 

crew, seat belts, connecting flight, turbulence, direct flights, jet lag, long-haul flights, trip, 

journey, travel, check in, drop off, fill in, get off, get on, pick up, take off, aggressively, now, 

bitterly, suddenly, unfortunately, extremely, angrily, normally, slightly, nearly, hardly, hard, near, 

at the moment, especially, specially, actually, ever, even, in the end, at the end, late, lately, still, 

yet, in fact, eventually, ideally, basically, apparently, anyway, obviously, gradually

Narrative tenses, Past Perfect

Continuous; so/such…that

The position of adverbs and 

adverbial phrases

Making predictions about the text                                            

Reading for main ideas Reading for 

details

Overall reading comprehension

Listening for specific information                              

Guessing from the context and 

listening for details                   

Sustained monologue: describing 

experience

Q SKILLS FOR SUCCESS R&W 3 UNIT 7 

READING PART

adjustment,attend,commitment, distribute, 

extremely, generosity, inspire, owe, 

proud, transition,aim, ambition, 

approach, assumption, enable, 

encourage, expand, impact, measurable, 

network

Overall reading comprehension        

Scanning to find information

Reading for main ideas          Reading for 

details

4 (27 April- 

1 May)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT

4A,4B,RC

weather forecast, temperature, soar, warm spell, heat, heatwaves, below zero, boiling, breeze, 

chilly, cool, damp, drizzle, freezing, humid, mild, pouring 8with rain), showers, warm, blizzard, 

drought, flood, hail, hurricane, lightning, monsoon, thunder, bright, changeable, clear, heavy, 

icy, settled, strong, sunny, thick, take out insurance, take risk, take seriously, take care of, take 

advantage of, take part in, take place, take your time, take into account, take after, take off, 

take up

Future perfect and Future 

continuous                                       

Zero and First conditionals, Future 

time clauses

Reading for details

Brainstorming on the text

Guessing the meaning of new words 

and phrases from the text

Reading for information & argument

Listening for specific information                               

Listening for understanding deatils 

and answering the questions

CAUSE&EFFECT ESSAY PACK Understanding cause&effect organization      

5 (4-8 

May)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT

6A,6B, 7A

blame, threaten, insult, swear words, furry, bring up, bother, back up argument, change the 

subject, hurtful, in floods of tears, argue, discuss, notice, realize, avoid, prevent, look, seem, 

mind, matter, remember, remind, expect, wait, wish, hope, beat, win, refuse, deny, raise, rise, 

lay, lie, steal, rob, advise, warn

Gerunds and Infinitives         Used 

to, Be used to, Get used to                                                  

Past modals: must, 

might/may,should, can't, couldn't+ 

have , etc.;

would rather

Skimming to gather speacific 

information 

Overall reading comprehension                     

Guessing words from the text

Predicting the text from the title 

Reading for general information

Reading for details

Overall listening comprehension and 

answering given questions

Oral production

Role play

                       

CONTINUE CAUSE&EFFECT ESSAY 

PACK 

Understanding cause&effect organization   Task: Writing a cause /effect essay by 

thinking about the Unit Question ''How can a 

small amount of money make a big 

differences? '', or about an extra given topic.

6 (11-15 

May)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT

7B,8A,8B,RC

ankle, calf, heel, elbow, fist, nails, palm, wrist, bottom, chest, hip, thigh, waist, brain, heart, 

kidneys, livers, lungs, bite your nails, fold your arms, raise your eyebrows, comb your hair, 

shake hands, shake your head, blow your nose, shrug your shoulders, brush your teeth, brush 

your hair, suck your thumb, touch your toes, wink, chew, hug, scratch, wave, kneel, frown, 

stare, yawn, strech, point,blackmail,blackmailer, blackmail, bribery, bribe, burglary, burglar, 

break in/burgle, drug dealing, drug dealer, sell drugs, fraud, fraudster, commit fraud, hacking, 

hacker, hack into, hijacking, hijacker, hijack, kidnapping, kidnapper, kidnap, mugging, mugger, 

mug, murder, murderer, murder, rape, rapist, robbery, robber, rob, smuggling, smuggler, 

smuggle, stalking, stalker, stalk, terrorism, terrorist, set off bombs, theft, thief, steal, vandalism, 

vandal, vandalize, arrest, question, charge, commit, investigate, catch, accuse, acquit, court, 

evidence, guilty, innocent, judge, jury, proof, punishment, sentence, verdict, witness, 

pickpocket, shoplifter, Agony aunt, commentator, critic, editor, freelance journalist, 

newsreader, presenter, reporter, sensational, biased, objective, accurate, censored, row, quit, 

wed, back, tip, axe, hit, quiz, clash, bid, vow, split 

Verbs of the senses ; as                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

The passive (all forms) ;

it is said that ….,

he is thought to ….,etc.;

have something done

Reporting verbs

Scanning

Recalling without looking at the text

Predicting the answers 

Guessing about the text from the 

title 

Reading for general information

Reading for details

Reading for information and 

argument

Listening for understanding deatils 

and answering the questions

Identifying cues and inferring

Small group discussions

Information exchange

Q SKILLS FOR SUCCESS R&W 3 UNIT 8 

READING PART

assured, dependable, expansion, image, 

invest, logo, market,profits, sponsor, 

stability, aggressively, dedication, 

demanding, due to, exception, motion, 

recover, sign, trend

Understanding key vocabulary

Overall reading comprehension        

Scanning to find information

Reading for main ideas          Reading for 

details

2019-2020 ACADEMIC YEAR 

SYLLABUS FOR PERIOD 4 (A GROUPS)

WEEK 
MAIN COURSE



7 (18-22 

May)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT

9A,10A, RC

brand, advert, advertisement, airbrushed, commercials, sue, claim, campaign, advertising, 

consumer, celebrity endorsers, misleading, close down, drop, become, grows, expand, export, 

import, launch, manufacture, market, merge, produce, set up, take over, business with, deal, 

business agreement, decision,  job, loss, profit, market research, money, somedody redundant, 

sack, well/badly, a business, a branch, a chain, head office, multinational, the CEO (chief 

executive officer) , client, colleague, customer, manager, owner, staff, scientist, chemist, 

biologist, physicist, geneticist, carry out experiments, laboratory, made discovery, prove theory, 

pharmaceutical company, drug, do research, side effects, clinical trials, volunteer, guinea pigs, 

clinical trials

Clauses of Contrast and Purpose; 

whatever, whenever, etc.                                    

Quantifiers: all, every, both, etc.

Scanning                              

Reading for general information

Reading for details

Overall listening comprehension and 

answering given questions

REVISION REVISION


